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Black blood spattered, and a dark luster surged from the wound of the man in black. 

 

"Um?" 

 

"Not good, go back!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing's expression turned ferocious in an instant, he turned his head and yelled at the countless 

warriors behind him. 

 

"That's... the dark power that has no time and space, how is it possible?" 

 

Zhu Tian and others "Hahaha, I can't kill you!" 

 

Hei Ying smiled for the first time, and continued: "But you will never be able to leave here, unless you 

are willing to break your own small world and leave!" 

 

"This Martial Arts Reincarnation Map recognizes you as the master. Once it is broken, you will not be 

able to survive." 

 

"How about it?" 

 

"It's better for you and me to join hands and turn hostility into treasure. You break the seal of this world, 

and I will help you completely control the power from the infinite time and space. Maybe the two of us 

will be able to reign in this great world in the future." 

 



Heiying tried to win over Ye Chen, but also followed the temptation: 

 

"You can't kill me, and I can't do anything about you. Isn't this the best partner destined by heaven?" 

 

"What's more, your luck is invincible and you have a lot of cards." 

 

Facing Soi Ying's courtship, Ye Chen didn't change his face, and said lightly: 

 

"Who says I can't kill you?" 

 

Ye Chen got up slowly, accompanied by a torrent of fierce light surging behind him, the power was very 

strange, but it didn't seem to be a dark breath without time and space. 

 

"The ancestral coffin!" 

 

Seeing this, the black shadow obviously paused, and his tone was also slightly stiff. 

 

With a dark copper coffin beside him, Ye Chen slowly raised his arm and gently pressed on the lid of the 

ancestral coffin. 

 

"I heard that the reason why Senior Ji Shen dominated an era in the past was the unique law of 

barrenness." 

 

"Now that this power is right in front of your eyes, after much deliberation, I decided to kill you!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled: "That power, together with you and me, the martial arts reincarnation map, can drain 

this world and turn it into barrenness." 

 

Hearing the words, Hei Ying was obviously a little apprehensive, subconsciously took a few steps back, 

and said in a deep voice, "You don't want to die?" 



 

However, what responded to him was suddenly indifferent and calm eyes. 

 

Like a dead person, he ignores everything in front of him, disdains to be with him, and doesn't take it 

seriously. 

 

He waved his right hand lightly, and the copper coffin made a heavy avenue sound. 

 

"Since you know the ancestral coffin, you are not an unknown person, you might as well tell me, what is 

the purpose of hiding in this ancient mystery?" 

 

"otherwise......" 

 

Hei Ying stared straight at Ye Chen, and said in a serious tone, "Are you threatening me?" 

 

when! 

 

With an explosion, the world was instantly silent. In Ye Chen's small world, the mountains and seas 

came to an abrupt end, and a divine rainbow appeared, illuminating the holy map. 

 

"One style, Yuan Hong!" 

 

Hei Ying was shocked instantly, and cursed angrily: "Little brat, don't you dare, if you do it again, I can't 

keep you!" 

 

The determination in Ye Chen's eyes above the void was even more serious. He opened and closed his 

palms and struck the void one after another. Mysterious runes kept flickering and intertwined to form a 

solid barrier to isolate the air. . 

 

boom! 

 



In the Martial Arts Reincarnation Map, the power of darkness surged like a frenzy, as if feeling deep 

anxiety and wanting to destroy it. 

 

"Hey, little bastard, hurry up and stop me, I'm Venerable Gu Xuan!" 

 

Hei Ying was in a state of desperation, his previous aloof attitude disappeared, and he could naturally 

see that Ye Chen was going to be serious. 

 

In this martial arts reincarnation map, Ye Chen is the master of this small world! 

 

He can easily control the laws of the world. 

 

"Hehe! Maybe you used to be Venerable Master Guxuan, but now you have lost the most important 

thing." 

 

"Maybe you once guarded the real world, maybe you traced back to the rock god Tianzun, but you who 

fell into the darkness, you should rest early, the former one still lives in the hearts of thousands of 

warriors!" 

 

"No, I am really Venerable Master Guxuan, brat, I have not plunged into the darkness, nor have I erased 

my mind, this is just a test for you!" 

 

Lord Guxuan hastily retorted, before his words fell, there was an extremely terrifying fluctuation in Ye 

Chen's Martial Dao reincarnation map, one after another strange runes were running around like 

thunder turned into dragons, and the mysterious momentum surged Moving, the phantom of the 

martial arts reincarnation map became more and more clear. 

 

Not long after, mottled cracks began to appear. Once he blew himself up on the Martial Arts 

Reincarnation Map, all creatures in this world would disappear completely, and the power of darkness 

would once again spread. He will use the power of the Law of Desolation to wipe out the entire Ancient 

Mysterious Secret Realm. devour. 

 



"You kid, you have to think about it, even if it takes the lives of thousands of warriors who broke into 

this ancient mysterious secret realm, it doesn't matter? They are innocent!" 

 

Venerable Master Guxuan shouted loudly, but he could only hear a dark voice that sounded like a 

demon god from hell: 

 

"So what! No one in the real world is afraid of death! No fear of nothing!" 

 

This is not Ye Chen's voice, but Emperor Zunyu's voice! 

 

"It seems that I am too superior, and I still have a strong character, hahahaha!" 

 

Venerable Gu Xuan's tone was a little more gratified, the two people in front of him, since he opened 

the ancient mystic secret realm several times, are the last hope he has seen! 

 

Prior to this, there were many talented people in the ancient mystic realm who came to seek 

inheritance, hoping to obtain the power of the immortal emperor from ancient times to suppress the 

heavens. 

 

The oaths they all swore were as wide as the sky, but when they really faced the coming of this dark 

force, they undoubtedly became shrinking turtles. 

 

The phantom of the Martial Dao Reincarnation Map is many times larger than before, and the power of 

the world flowing on it is several times stronger than before. The source of the Emperor Jade has also 

been absorbed, and the sky is glowing with a faint purple color. 

 

It's like a ball that is constantly injected with power and will burst open at any time. 

 

"I also want to see the true inheritance of Master Ji Shen in the past, the power of barrenness!" 

 

"Although it is very unpleasant to see you kid, but at the last moment, there is no regret to have 

someone who is worthy of being buried with you!" 



 

Emperor Zunyu laughed loudly, and the source of the purple breath surrounding him melted into the 

void, his complexion gradually turned pale, even if he plunged into the darkness, he must be here to 

completely suppress the source of the turmoil! 

 

"It's me who underestimated Di Shi!" 

 

Ye Chen's face was also flushed at this moment. The world that was about to collapse also represented 

him who was about to completely shatter and disappear. The ancestral coffin was lying beside him, and 

the restless power was buzzing, and he would burst out of the coffin at any time. 
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"However, it's a pity that such an excellent guy as you fell, and the genius cultivated by the Emperor's 

blood through the ages went to waste." 

 

Once the power of desolation dissipates, no one can escape here. It was only one point before, which 

almost caused Zhou Tianqing and others to die. Now that they have opened their bows, there is no 

turning back. They are talking and laughing! 

 

"The emperor's family, with my eldest brother here, even if there is no time and space again, he will still 

be the most eye-catching protoss on the battlefield of the heavens, and he will definitely surpass his 

ancestors!" 

 

Di Zunyu replied with a smile, and after she finished speaking, she turned and looked at the black 

shadow who was the ancient Xuanzun. 

 

"As for you...Honorable Master Guxuan?" 

 

Both Ye Chen and Emperor Zunyu raised their brows, and looked at the distraught figure below with 

disdain, trying to deceive the two of them was absolutely impossible! 

 



"Not to mention whether you are Venerable Master Gu Xuan, even if you are, I will kill you today!" 

 

"This power of darkness cannot survive!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes froze, the power of the world in his body surged, the martial arts reincarnation map 

expanded instantly, and the entire sky was shining with endless mighty power. 

 

Behind him, a gigantic phantom of the world emerged, exuding a vast majesty. Its phantom was as huge 

as a mountain, as if even the sky was covered, making the void tremble. 

 

All vitality was slowly passing under the reflection of the phantom, even Ye Chen and Emperor Zunyu 

felt like a dream, they were unknowingly dissipating with the mirage-like illusion in front of them! 

 

"That's... the power of barrenness!" 

 

"Under desperate circumstances, this kid is able to gradually control a trace of desolation, not from the 

lordless power suppressed in the ancestral coffin!" 

 

"This can be regarded as an explanation to Ji Heng, you old man!" 

 

Ye Chen, the black shadow transformed into Lord Guxuan, opened his mouth. When he fought Zhou 

Tianqing earlier, it was this old man who restrained the spread of barren power at the critical moment, 

so that everyone had a glimmer of life and escaped into the world. Another time and space. 

 

Judging from Ting Yueru's exhortations, there is such a heaven-defying means to suppress the outbreak 

of the power of the world in his martial arts reincarnation map, and only the Lord Guxuan himself! 

 

The peak immortal emperor powerhouse of that era is definitely not an existence they can understand. 

 

"Senior, since we can go back, why not send us back to the time and space before we met the abyss." 

 



Di Zunyu asked eagerly, obviously if he could have such a means, he would definitely be able to do it, 

after all he hated his own aura very much. 

 

Although he gained power, it was the dirtiest existence under the consciousness that he had been 

instilled since childhood. 

 

He would rather die than perish. 

 

Ye Chen, on the other hand, looked at Lord Gu Xuan silently, without saying a word. 

 

"Boy, don't you want to say something?" 

 

Lord Gu Xuan looked at Ye Chen, expecting a response, but the reality told him again that Ye Chen 

obviously had no interest in this secret. 

 

"What you experienced before is not an illusion, but a real existence." 

 

"To be precise, the two of you were truly corrupted by the power of darkness and plunged into the 

darkness. Since I can stop the small world from exploding, I can naturally send you back to that time." 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan said. 

 

"But there is only one chance to choose. Your choices may also face different endings. Consider it 

carefully." 

 

Emperor Zunyu heard the words but said without hesitation: 

 

"I choose to go back. The dark power without time and space is an existence spurned by reality. I would 

rather die than live!" 

 

His gaze is firm, even if it can make him improve his cultivation, he is absolutely unwilling. 



 

Lord Guxuan nodded lightly, and immediately pointed at Emperor Zunyu's chest. Before the latter could 

say anything, and before the expression of joy could be revealed, his body turned into a flash of light 

and passed away. 

 

"It's your turn, Ye Chen!" 

 

Lord Guxuan dismissed Emperor Zunyu lightly, and looked sideways at Ye Chen. 

 

"I was thinking, what's all this for?" 

 

Ye Chen answered irrelevant questions, his clear eyes flickered slightly, staring at the ancient Xuan lord 

in front of him. 

 

"What if I say, I don't choose anything?" 

 

After waiting for a while, Venerable Gu Xuan waited for Ye Chen's reply. 

 

Before he had time to speak, Ye Chen got up and raised the sword in his hand again, pointing at the 

chest of Lord Guxuan. 

 

"It's true that you are Lord Guxuan, and it's true that you have towering means, but I understand that 

you can't kill me!" 

 

Facing Lord Gu Xuan's shock, Ye Chen continued: "Where did you get the Emperor Jade?" 

 

"You can't even control this dark power, let alone erase his breath." 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan asked indifferently, "Boy, don't play tricks in front of me." 

 



"Oh?" Ye Chen smiled when he heard the words, "Senior's words are not good, although for some 

reason you and me and the other two played such a scene, it is not true." 

 

"If I'm not wrong, I can kill you now, but you have nothing to do with me." 

 

Upon hearing the words, Venerable Master Gu Xuan gave a hearty smile: "Boy, when did you find out?" 

 

"As expected of the Lord of Reincarnation, such a state of mind is really not easy." 

 

The old man who was punctured by Ye Chen's words turned out to be generous with his praise, which 

made him a little confused. 

 

"you?" 

 

"Is it really Venerable Master Gu Xuan?" 

 

Ye Chenhu questioned. 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan nodded, and then said: "To be precise, I am Venerable Master Gu Xuan who 

plunged into the darkness!" 

 

"At the peak of the Rock God Tianzun, he not only controlled the power of the earth and rock, but also 

the power of darkness and death. 

 

You must know that the darkest thing in this world is not the night sky, but the earth! " 

 

"In the depths of the earth, there is a rich darkness, filth, filth, and decay." 

 

"Even the Rock God Tianzun cannot safely control these extreme dark forces." 

 



"And I follow the rock god Tianzun, and I also follow the darkness." 
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Ye Chen narrowed his eyes slightly, he naturally knew about the matter between Yanshen Tianzun and 

darkness. 

 

But in a certain sense, Lord Guxuan is not considered dark. He never expected that Lord Guxuan would 

choose to walk this path without hesitation. 

 

Lord Guxuan continued: "Actually, there are many kinds of darkness, but the dark power without time 

and space has always wanted to invade the real world." 

 

"This is also the original intention of setting up Tinder in Zihuang Immortal Palace." 

 

"But Tianzun Yanshen once mentioned that reincarnation is not afraid of all darkness. I didn't 

understand it at first, but now, I understand it." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned: "You mean, relying on the power of reincarnation, you can not be afraid of the 

erosion of darkness?" 

 

No wonder he's in the situation he's in now. 

 

"That's right, all of this is beyond Yanshen Tianzun's original assumptions. In any case, as the master of 

reincarnation of this generation, you are undoubtedly the most suitable candidate for the experiment..." 

 

Master Guxuan mentioned this point, revealing a little helplessness in every word. 

 

"Although Wuwu darkness wants to invade the real world, if you can use the power of this darkness, you 

may be able to protect reality. I am the final product of that experiment, so it can be regarded as... semi-

successful!" 



 

Lord Guxuan said bitterly, and Ye Chen suddenly realized: 

 

"Join the darkness, have the power to control this killing, and retain your mind, but you can no longer 

cause damage to guys who also have the power of darkness!" 

 

In this way, it makes sense. 

 

Lord Guxuan can easily suppress his barren power, but his initial assumption is correct, he can't kill 

himself. 

 

"The power I can control cannot be used to kill people of the same clan, that is to say, my power cannot 

be used to resist the strong man who has no time and space!" 

 

"But you are different, you are the master of reincarnation, and your bloodline looks beyond time and 

space, and it is also an existence against the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at Lord Gu Xuan: "So you tested it on me from the beginning?" 

 

"What if I, like you, fail?" 

 

Lord Guxuan's expression sank, he didn't look into Ye Chen's eyes, but looked out of the sky: "If you fail, 

you won't be qualified to know the truth, and I won't use the last power of this evil thought , to prevent 

you from detonating the power of barrenness." 

 

"As the two of you just said, I am a villain, and you will fight to the death to bury the Ancient Mysterious 

Realm!" 

 

"Or, you choose to linger on, and I will end this secret realm!" 

 



The truth is very harsh, but in the past, Ye Chen hadn't made the same choice. When he was going to 

detonate the ancient mystical realm with barrenness, didn't he also ignore the thousands of warriors 

outside? 

 

In any case, if he fails, everyone will die! 

 

"So what Ting Yueru said is true..." 

 

Ye Chen muttered to himself. 

 

"Your test, or the test set by Yanshen Tianzun, is too cruel!" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't refute, he passed the test, just proved himself, but the Lord Gu Xuan in front of him 

was the same kind of person. 

 

"Thank you for forgiving me!" 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan smiled, a little bit bitterly. 

 

If it weren't for the bleakness of the great world, who would be willing to be a soldier, giving up his life 

for that illusory future? 

 

Ye Chen is successful now, but what about those who failed? 

 

What about Venerable Master Gu Xuan? 

 

Even in the long river of history, no one will remember them. 

 

"There are very few records about the ancient mysterious secret realm, and even back then, only a few 

old and immortal guys knew the inside story." 



 

"The magic door is one of them." 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan explained. 

 

"Actually, this is the last time that the ancient mystical realm will be opened. If I can't find a suitable 

successor, my evil thought body, which plunges into the darkness, will also bury this secret realm into 

the void!" 

 

"This secret will end here forever!" 

 

However, Ye Chen asked: "Senior, since you have devoted yourself to the power of darkness, you can't 

stop this strange power that has no time and space from spreading again, how can you stop it?" 

 

"My body, once engraved a restriction, in the last time, will obliterate all living beings in the entire 

secret realm, and then blew up." 

 

"At that time, the coordinates of the entire Tianwaitian will be disrupted. Although we don't know 

where the power of darkness will spread, but in the end, it will not be very close to the Supreme World. 

In this way, we can also fight for a chance of survival for future generations." 

 

Lord Guxuan looked at Ye Chen: "The space where your friends went before, including the space where 

the Emperor Jade was sent to by me, is exactly my burial tomb!" 

 

"However, there is a piece of pure land there, which has not been invaded by darkness and turmoil. If 

they can find that tomb, there are many treasures that I snagged in the past, it will be regarded as a kind 

of inheritance!" 

 

Hearing this, Ye Chen felt relieved, it would be great if Taishen and the others were safe and sound. 

 

"I sat in this ancient mystical realm in the past, not only as a test subject, but also because, this place, 

this person, must be me!" 



 

Venerable Gu Xuan's eyes narrowed, and Ye Chen felt a chill gradually rising in his heart. 

 

"Senior, this secret realm...couldn't it be the same as the world, it is a sealed dead place that has no time 

and space?" 

 

Ye Chen finally understood why, when an immortal emperor wanted to try desperately, they had 

nowhere to go, so they had to resort to this terrible plan. 

 

"That's right, it's exactly like this. With my disabled body, I suppressed the ages of the ages, and now... 

I'm afraid it's the end!" 

 

"The group of demon gods who have no time and space are like evil spirits born in the darkness. They 

are indestructible and will not disperse. Even after eternity, they are still dying." 

 

"As far as the abyss under your feet is concerned, there are several demon gods who have invaded 

reality. I believe you saw it when you made such a noise before." 

 

"My strength can only suppress them, it cannot be destroyed!" 

 

"That's the... embarrassment of my unfinished product." 

 

Venerable Guxuan smiled sadly, but he was still unable to resist the erosion of the infinite time and 

space. He sat in the secret realm with his own strength, and the body of the immortal emperor 

collapsed the abyss, just to delay the chance of survival for future generations. 

 

"Perhaps, I'm the lifeline!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled lightly, got up and said to Lord Gu Xuan: "Senior, how about letting me be the one who 

succeeds and completely kill those bastards?" 

 

"On your body, I saw the shadow of the rock god Tianzun!" 



 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan couldn't help but sigh, is it his old bones and old eyes that are dizzy? 

 

"Perhaps what she said is right. The old man used to worry about it before and was quite unwilling. Now 

it seems that you are the best candidate!" 

 

Ye Chen was baffled by the "she" that Lord Guxuan said. Did anyone else see Lord Guxuan before him? 

 

Naturally, he didn't know that the Empress of the Blood Phoenix Clan had come out. 

 

"Boy, let me ask you, are you a sword cultivator?" 

 

Venerable Gu Xuan looked at the sword in Ye Chen's hand, and had secretly watched Ye Chen make a 

move before. Apart from his many hole cards, this kid's knowledge of swordsmanship is also very 

terrifying. 

 

"Based on your current cultivation, if you want to kill those demon gods from the past, even if their 

blood is no longer there, the strange method and the immortal emperor's body are no match for 

ordinary methods!" 
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Venerable Master Gu Xuan continued: "You don't seem to want to use your blood and reincarnation 

stars in this secret realm. What are you hiding?" 

 

Ye Chen scratched his head embarrassingly, the source of the Holy Heavenly Divine Fire was in the hands 

of the female emperor of the Blood Phoenix Clan, and Yan Xuan'er who had fused a part of the Holy 

Heavenly Divine Fire was already very strong, not to mention the source, so he dared not offend that 

female emperor. 

 



"The means that the old man Jiheng passed on to you, more often than not, is for you to use it to die 

together, and to use it when you are desperate. Even if you have activated a little bit of barren power 

just now, you can fight to the death. That kind of strong man, but You are bound to die too!" 

 

Venerable Gu Xuan scolded Ye Chen for a long time, made preparations for a long time, and finally said: 

 

"You call me master, and I will teach you the supreme ancient mysterious swordsmanship against those 

dark demon gods, and help your sword intent to reach a higher level!" 

 

Gu Xuanzun said. 

 

In the past, relying on this terrifying attainment of swordsmanship, he almost killed many demon gods 

by himself. 

 

Kendo is an extremely complicated thing. It requires understanding and aptitude, as well as luck, 

accumulation of time, and most importantly, opportunity. 

 

Among the three, comprehension is the most difficult to cultivate. If there is no shortcut to take, one 

can only slowly explore, study, and comprehend step by step, and then accumulate bit by bit, and finally 

deduce the sword to the extreme. Becoming a true invincible master is the foundation of kendo. 

 

However, most warriors spend their entire lives, and until the end of their lives, they are still unable to 

break through one of the ten thousand principles and walk out of their own path. 

 

However, this does not prevent some monks from constantly comprehending in the process of 

comprehending the way of the sword, and finally comprehend it to the extreme, and even surpass the 

way of the sword to reach an alternative realm! 

 

Lord Guxuan signaled Ye Chen to look out of the sky, while he picked up half a dead branch and made a 

sword to evolve the power of the world. 

 

"Let you see, a trace of kendo without time and space!" 

 



Following the dance of the remnant branches in the hands of Lord Guxuan, in the Martial Dao 

reincarnation map, under a starry sky, a huge star radiated a strong light, illuminating the endless void. 

 

boom! 

 

With a bang, the star vibrated violently, was pierced by a sword from a figure, released terrifying energy, 

and spread in all directions. 

 

Where the astonishing aura passed, the stars shattered and the void collapsed, and that power was 

frightening. 

 

The energy of this star is so powerful, but it was devoured by the sword a few feet away from the figure, 

and turned into a cold and sharp killing light on the cold blade a few feet away. After many years, he 

returned to the world, the ordinary sword However, when Qingfeng is out of the sheath, it makes the 

world hum together, and thousands of skyscrapers collapse, which is the ultimate compression force. 

 

Such a powerful existence is roaming in the endless galaxy, showing its brilliance. 

 

He stood in the middle of the sea of stars, looking down at the vast starry sky. The blade in his hand 

seemed to be moving like a dragon, and it would bring about the change of the galaxy and set off 

endless stars hanging upside down. 

 

On the blade of the sword in his hand, the introverted aura flickered. At this moment, the world seemed 

to lose its light. The only light in the sky and the earth was this killing sword. 

 

In the countless years after that, this killing sword continued to absorb power, and finally became 

intolerable by the law of heaven and could not survive! 

 

"Scatter!" 

 

The killing sword that could almost cut through the universe with a single sword, and cut off the eternal 

years, shattered under the man's soft drink, and turned into streams of light pouring into his chest, and 

turned into a wisp of will in his heart, which has not been revealed in the world since then. . 



 

"This sword is the origin of Gu Xuan's way of swordsmanship. It is a divine sword. It was forged by the 

old man in the real world, traveling through time and space all his life!" 

 

"Then the sword spirit approached the pinnacle of this world, and it was not tolerated by the Dao. It 

sent down divine punishment and shattered the sword body, but even so, so what, the sword is 

intended, and there is the ancient Xuan sword!" 

 

Venerable Master Guxuan laughed, and the dead branches in his hands lit up dimly: "If it was in the past, 

these broken and broken branches could still kill the peak immortal emperor and smash the sky!" 

 

"This ancient mysterious sword will is the real inheritance!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed a bit of fanaticism, and he could faintly feel that the Samsara Heavenly Sword in 

the Samsara Cemetery was trembling slightly. 

 

This kendo is stronger than Zhishui's kendo, Zhantian Nine Swords and so on. 

 

But Ye Chen believes that the Heaven Dou Massacre Sword is more terrifying than it. 

 

But the Tiandou Massacre Sword is hard to come by. 

 

"This ancient mysterious swordsmanship can actually shake my swordsmanship!" 

 

But after thinking about it, Ye Chen muttered in his heart again: 

 

"Do you want to apprentice again?" 

 

Along the way, this cheap master has made a lot of money, and each of them has a unique skill for him 

to inherit! 

 



Is this luck of reincarnation? 

 

"Old thing, all of you old men want to be his masters, do you all want to ride on the heads of my Blood 

Phoenix clan?" 

 

Ye Chen shuddered suddenly when the faint and cold voice sounded. This person never showed up from 

the beginning to the end, but now he couldn't bear to watch it anymore. 

 

That's right, this small world has disturbed this aunt in his martial arts reincarnation map... 

 

"Well?" 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan was stunned for a moment, looking at the woman in a red dress fluttering in 

front of her, with her beautiful feet as bare as jade, who was walking forward, her heart also tightened. 

 

"Oops, it's overdone!" 

 

"Old man, I don't like to say things twice when I meet people. Why, did you play the sword on my 

head?" 

 

The empress's eyes were fixed, and she was about to explode with unconcealable anger. 

 

"Boy, the old man taught you the true meaning of the sword, you have to understand it carefully!" 

 

Lord Guxuan smiled awkwardly, never mentioned the words of accepting Ye Chen as his disciple, turned 

around, and said straightly, as if he was an outsider: 

 

"Understand the previous artistic conception!" 

 

"With the power of the soul, describe my previous sword intent!" 



 

Ye Chen closed his eyes and stared at his own sea of consciousness, a trace of the true meaning of 

swordsmanship slowly emerged in his mind. 

 

The murderous aura emanating seemed to be substantial, almost breaking through his spirit and 

breaking out of his body! 

 

"It's a terrifying feeling. It's just a ray of will from the senior, but it's almost shattered!" 

 

The shape of this kind of sword intent is a sword as thin as gossamer. It looks as soft as water droplets, 

but it has extremely strong lethality. Wandering in the mind, it almost pierces through the depths of the 

sea of consciousness. Defense, tearing the soul into pieces. 

 

Ye Chen's mind moved slightly, his dantian stopped, and his sword intent turned into a shadow! 

 

The speed of this sword intent is really too fast, it is simply extraordinary, it has cut through the void 

almost instantly, and violently shot out from his body! 

 

Swish Swish Swish! 

 

In the faint flickering of the sword outline, if it were not for the protection of the two former 

powerhouses, Lord Guxuan and the Empress of the Blood Phoenix Clan, this martial arts reincarnation 

map would also be riddled with holes. 

 

With Ye Chen's current physical strength, he couldn't bear it at all. Just touching that half of the sword's 

light, his entire right arm was broken. 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly withdrew this sword intent, the power of this sword intent was a bit uncontrollable! 
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"The artistic conception of the sword." 

 

Ye Chen said silently in his heart, and tried again. This kind of true meaning is very mysterious. He can 

only simulate it according to the memory in his memory, and it does not have actual effects, and it 

seems more invisible! 

 

Ye Chen's mind was immersed in his eyes, and his eyes slowly dissipated into a halo, like ink flowing into 

a clear river, and then condensed into a sharp sword, constantly flying! 

 

"This kid actually carved out the prototype of the sword intent in the sea of consciousness in a short 

period of time. With his aptitude, if he can break through the shackles of the Immortal Emperor, he may 

be able to bring the ancient mysterious sword intent and break through again!" 

 

Master Gu Xuan muttered to himself, his widened eyes were reluctant to blink for a while, and he stared 

straight at Ye Chen. 

 

"This kid is originally a monster. Everyone ignores his talent. He belongs to the type of person who can 

create his own way, just like the former Rock God Tianzun, who created his own way!" 

 

"I sometimes wonder whether your seemingly strong will or martial arts will limit his development." 

 

The Empress of the Blood Phoenix Clan whispered to herself. 

 

"Your path has reached its limit, and the road ahead has been cut off. If he tries his best, it is only 

because he is injured! But actual combat can make him stronger! 

 

What's more, these demon gods without time and space have also been eroded by the years, and their 

cultivation has dropped a lot! 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan stood on the spot, staring at the abyss under his feet, and sighed after a long 

time: 

 



"Ye Chen, Ye Chen, you are obviously not the rock god Tianzun, but every choice always makes me see 

the shadow of the old rock god Tianzun!" 

 

"You are really extraordinary!" 

 

"Since you have a guardian in your heart, let's do it!" 

 

Venerable Master Gu Xuan muttered to himself. 

 

… 

 

Ye Chen melted into the darkness, and one side of his dantian flickered faintly. As expected, the power 

of darkness that ate everything did not radiate any killing intent. 

 

He turned into a mustard seed at an extremely fast speed, traveling through the void like a ghost, and it 

took him an unknown amount of time before he stopped. 

 

"finally reached!" 

 

Ye Chen felt emotional in his heart, his figure slowly appeared, and at the bottom of this abyss, a huge 

star stood horizontally. 

 

The surface of the stars is covered with dense cracks, which looks hideous and terrifying. Ye Chen kept 

scanning his surroundings, and he soon discovered the clues. 

 

The original group of underground monsters roared, but at the moment it was very quiet, and there 

seemed to be no signs of life. 

 

"Huh? This is..." 

 



Ye Chen's pupils widened suddenly, because at the end of his line of sight, in the center of the stars, 

there was a dead body lying! 

 

The burly body was dozens of feet long, but it had already been deformed. Not only the appearance, but 

also the internal organs were rotten, and there was a strong corpse smell wafting from the inside of the 

corpse, and the rotting flesh was still wriggling. 

 

The corpse was surrounded by gray chaotic clouds, forming a field, surrounded by strange air currents. 

 

Ye Chen saw that in this chaos, there were countless monsters wandering. Judging from the situation, it 

seemed to be an indescribable demon god born in the darkness. 

 

"Could it be! Is this the guy who made that weird laugh earlier?" 

 

Ye Chen carefully observed the surrounding environment, and became more and more sure of the guess 

in his heart. 

 

"It's a pity that the injury has not recovered. Even if it is no longer eroded by the power of darkness, it is 

still difficult to see through the center even in this dark environment." 

 

A bitter smile appeared on the corner of Ye Chen's mouth. 

 

Although his strength is not low, he still looks small and vulnerable in front of this ancient demon god. 

 

"Even with that broken body, can I break through his defense?" 

 

Ye Chen muttered to himself, that existence that looked like a puddle of mud was still exuding 

breathtaking coercion, even though it was trapped here, the ancients still did not perish. 

 

"However, it's worth a gamble. I may have a way to deal with these evil spirits!" 

 



Suddenly, such a thought flashed in Ye Chen's mind. 

 

His eyes reflected the endless darkness, and the figures flickered between his pupils. In the next second, 

Ye Chen made a decision in his heart, and his goal was those things. 

 

"No, it's dangerous!" 

 

Ye Chen's pupils shrank slightly, and he felt a terrifying coercion coming from him. Even the lingering 

light of the star disappeared instantly. He quickly backed away, but it was still a step too late. 

 

"Jiejiejie! Unexpectedly, there are real human beings who can come here! If so, your physical body 

belongs to this emperor!" 

 

The almost rotten emperor's body trembled slightly, and Ye Chen seemed to have gone through 

eternity. Those beast-like pupils exuded a stench, and stared at Ye Chen. 

 

Two sharp killing lights shot out from the pupils of the demon god, tearing open the dark abyss covered 

by thick fog, almost piercing through Ye Chen's dantian! 

 

laugh! 

 

In a hurry, Ye Chen turned into a mustard seed, but still suffered some injuries. 

 

Drops of bright red gushed out, but it was only for an instant, before the blood stains fell to the ground. 

As he stood still, a trace of white mist evaporated from all the injuries, and the traces disappeared. 

 

I don't know when, the demon god who has no time and space also appeared in front of Ye Chen, 

looking at Ye Chen with a strange smile. 

 

"I originally thought that there should be some relationship between you and Wuwu Time and Space, so 

I just ignored the erosion of that dark force, but the smell of blood..." 

 



"I'm curious, when will a real fighter be able to resist my power of no time and space?" 

 

The tip of the demon god's nose twitched slightly, greedily sucking the smell of blood that flowed from 

Ye Chen's wound in an instant, yearning for it, and sinking like a drunk. 

 

"kill!" 

 

"Xu Mi Dharma, Heaven Slashing Nine Swords, Kill Kill Kill Kill Kill Kill!" 

 

As soon as Ye Chen's eyes were focused, Xumi Buddha's Dharma was running to the extreme, and his 

body turned into a height of tens of thousands of feet, standing upright, showing an incomparably huge 

Dharma image. 

 

Compared with this Sumeru Dharma, what is more terrifying is Ye Chen's sword! 

 

The Heaven Zhan Nine Swords erupted, and the rain of swords fell like meteors, carrying the 

atmosphere of reincarnation and supreme Dharma, and slashed at the demon god fiercely. 
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"Huh? It was able to break through the defense of my emperor body. There are two brushes. It seems 

that I underestimated you, but..." 

 

The face of the Demon God of No Time and Space sank. Even though he is very weak after being sealed 

by the Eternal Age, a small ant in the Profound Sky Realm dared to resist! 

 

"Your cultivation base is too weak, you don't need to struggle, go die!" 

 

Ye Chen's whole body flickered faintly, and the sound of dragon chant faintly stirred in his dantian, and 

the sound of swords scattered in all directions. At this moment, he himself was like a sharp sword. 



 

Under the endless abyss, the wind howled. 

 

A chill spread in all directions. 

 

At the bottom of the abyss, other demon gods beside the original demon god hid in the darkness, 

dormant and waiting for murder. 

 

These terrifying existences have strong lethality, distracting Ye Chen's attention all the time, like 

countless pairs of eyes staring at him, if he is not paying attention, he will be hit by a thunderbolt from 

the back. 

 

An icy aura filled the entire dark abyss. 

 

Vaguely, Ye Chen could clearly hear a gigantic heart beating. 

 

"Jie Jie Jie, Gu Xuan Sword Intent?" 

 

"Even the sword soul of Gu Xuanjianyi has never been condensed, and you dare to use an axe in front of 

me?" 

 

The demon god made several shots, but was blocked by Ye Chen one after another. Even though his 

imperial body trampled on the abyss and shattered all spirits, Ye Chen was still wrapped by his own 

sword intent and never broke! 

 

Although it seemed to be evenly divided, Ye Chen's aura was gradually weakening, and the monster 

under the abyss just used the pure power of its body to simply smash it. 

 

"Interesting, I'm going to capture you and tear you to pieces!" 

 

The demon god's sinister laughter echoed under the abyss, endless black mist emerged from the rotten 

and collapsed body, and large pieces of minced meat fell down. 



 

"Fallen sky!" 

 

The demon god's eyes burst into fiery light. 

 

I saw the endless black mist rising suddenly between the clouds and mud, stirring all directions with the 

killing intent of thousands of ghosts, covering the entire abyss. 

 

He couldn't help laughing jokingly, with a strong mockery in his eyes. 

 

"Ancient Xuan Sword Intent!" 

 

"My sword intent?" 

 

Ye Chen murmured in a low voice, dazzling light burst out from all over his body. 

 

In an instant, a mighty and endless sword intent erupted, covering the void with a radius of tens of feet. 

 

Under the influence of his sword intent, a sword field was formed, with Ye Chen as the center, even the 

space was cut and cut by the raging sword flow, and time and space could not flow stagnant! 

 

The Demon God's offensive suddenly slowed down. 

 

His gaze was fixed on Ye Chen, who was suspended in mid-air, standing upright like a sword. 

 

Under the influence of the sword intent, he actually had an illusion, as if he was stuck in a quagmire, it 

was difficult to move his feet, and it was even more difficult to attack Ye Chen. 

 



The movement was almost twice as slow, and every time he attacked and killed, it was like a sword 

flowing over and raging around his body. Pieces of carrion were chopped up and reduced to powder. In 

the blink of an eye, the entire right arm was exposed. All the bones! 

 

His wounds became more and more dense, and one after another hideous sword marks spread across 

his flesh and blood. 

 

A sincere smile flashed in the demon god's eyes. 

 

He let his uncontrollable arm be firmly locked by Ye Chen's sword intent, every inch of his skin was cut 

off, and blood gushed out like a waterfall. 

 

"Hahahaha, it's not enough, that's all you have?" 

 

The demon god roared ferociously, looking into the void, the sword domain continued to tear the abyss, 

and the turbulent flow of swords spreading to the ground, he said frantically: 

 

"Want to kill me?" 

 

"Give you a chance!" 

 

As soon as the words fell, his other arm suffered a devastating blow, dripping with blood and bone 

dregs, the scene was very frightening. 

 

As he yelled, his body was riddled with holes and blood. 

 

"Although your cultivation base is weak, your sword intent is very strong!" 

 

Although the Demon God was severely injured, his expression was extremely excited. At some point, 

among every inch of his scattered flesh and blood, countless ghosts were wrapped in the gray chaotic 

airflow, wreaking havoc. 

 



Rumble! 

 

Rumble! 

 

Click! 

 

There was a loud sound of collapse from far away in the sky, and every inch of void around the body 

made a faint and crisp sound, as if something had collapsed. 

 

Click! 

 

There was another crisp sound, and Ye Chen could vaguely see that under the original abyss, the chains 

entwined with the golden runes engraved on the avenue in the depths were constantly breaking apart, 

and the seal here was about to be torn apart! 

 

And it is still being torn apart inch by inch, this is the restriction left on the Honkai Avenue! 

 

Ye Chen sensed a strong sense of danger and did not dare to hesitate. 

 

Swinging the long sword in his hand sharply, a sword burst out, and the terrifying sword intent swept 

across in an instant. 

 

hum! 

 

The space trembled violently, and the void around Ye Chen was cut open by a sword. 

 

There is a restriction in the original seal, and it will sink into the time and space together with the abyss. 

It was originally set up to prevent the monsters here from forcibly breaking the seal, and set up a 

common return array. 

 

If he doesn't retreat, he will also be turned into ashes along with this abyss! 



 

Ye Chen turned into a ray of white light and soared into the sky, fleeing towards the distance, but he 

was suspicious in his heart, this trip was too smooth. 

 

… 

 

Until Ye Chen's figure disappeared into the sky, the faint voice echoed in the abyss, it was the ecstasy of 

anticipation! 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

"When this emperor is out of trouble, it will be your end!" 

 

"I've already smelled the breath of those years, so much fresh blood has come from the ancient mystical 

realm, cough cough cough!" 

 

The demon god laughed wildly, he was covered in injuries, and his broken emperor body was almost 

completely collapsed under Ye Chen's unparalleled sword intent. 

 

Now the remnant soul dragged the emperor's body like a puddle of mud, supported by a few remaining 

bone fronts, slowly dripped into a corner of the void, and disappeared. 

 

boom! 

 

In the Martial Arts Reincarnation Map, Venerable Gu Xuan felt waves of waves coming from under his 

feet, and layers of sword intent occasionally shot out, rushing out of the ground. 

 

He could clearly feel that under the abyss, the former sealing barrier was showing its prestige, and it was 

likely that this space would be razed to the ground. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, I have taken your Martial Dao Reincarnation Map, and the residual power of the 

seal of Wuxuan Shengguang will tear your small world apart in an instant!" 



 

Lord Guxuan saw a flash of light rising from the abyss, and he knew that Ye Chen should have 

succeeded. 

 

"Senior, if I receive the sealing power of the Martial Dao Reincarnation Map, wouldn't the power of 

darkness gathered here spew out, this secret realm?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"The monster has been eliminated, and there is no one to pull the power of darkness. I can control it 

with this residual thought, and then swallow it into my body, and then it will be buried in this world!" 

 

Lord Guxuan laughed loudly, turning into a mass of black shadows hanging in the sky, the pillar-like 

billowing fierce light flickered with dark and deep light, and the hearty voice echoed in Ye Chen's ears: 

 

"Boy, this sealed place is about to perish, and I will completely bury this space with the power of the seal 

of Wuxuan Shengguang!" 

 

In the last moment, Lord Guxuan turned into a stream of light lingering around Ye Chen's body, and said 

softly: 

 

"The last remaining source of this way is up to you to find your friends. Under the old man's coffin, there 

is also a seal of Wuxuan Shengguang. Drive this source of God under it and stabilize the last seal. !" 

 

"Could it be?" 

 

Ye Chen vaguely guessed one or two, this ancient mystery secret realm sealed more than one demon 

god without time and space. 

 

"That's right, the old man plunged into the darkness in the past, leaving a spirit body guarding the abyss. 

Now that he can relieve it, he has fulfilled his wish for the rest of his life!" 

 



"My emperor's body tomb is the place where the true master is sealed. There, a supreme immortal 

emperor without time and space is sealed. It should not be underestimated!" 

 

"But it's okay, under the suppression of the emperor's body, even if he has all-powerful means, he can't 

make waves. Planting this divine source can strengthen the seal." 

 

Lord Gu Xuan's voice was gradually disappearing, obviously his spiritual body was about to collapse. 

 

"Remember, you must not fight against it. Unlike the demon god you fought against before, there is a 

real strong man..." 

 

"Re-strengthen the seal of Wuxuan Shengguang. When you go to the Immortal Emperor Realm in the 

future, look for Gu Xuan and kill this beast!" 

 

boom! 

 

The world in front of Ye Chen kept falling, the sky was filled with stars, and the falling depths did not 

appear. The divine source left by Lord Guxuan turned into a milky white streamer, wrapping around Ye 

Chen, tearing open the sky and moving towards the distance. go. 

 

"Jie jie jie!" 

 

"Reinforce the seal? It seems that my lord is about to come into the world. In this case, this emperor will 

let this brilliant dark world come faster..." 

 

In the ruined abyss world, a faint gleam of light followed Ye Chen's departure direction, passing quietly. 

 

… 

 

At the same time, Taishen's side. 

 



The figures of several people continued to walk through the forest, and the leader was Ting Yueru. Her 

blue eyes kept looking around, guarding against any murderous intent that would appear at any time. 

 

Rumble! 

 

In the sky thousands of miles away, the rising sun tore through a layer of fiery red rays. What was 

different from usual was that the fish belly in the sky was white, flashing an inexplicable blood color, and 

the dark mist was slowly growing. 

 

"Boss, he..." 

 

Kunlun stopped to look back from time to time, looking towards the end of the restless sky, the other 

two, Xuan Jue and Zhu Tian, all had gloomy expressions. 

 

"Don't worry, the news shows that the kid is still jumping around, we have to speed up, the way to break 

the game is ahead!" 

 

Ting Yueru kept her eyes on, and greeted a few people to hurry. The current situation is very bad. Who 

knows what kind of weirdness is hidden in this seemingly fairy world. 

 

"Since we choose to trust you, we will naturally not regret it. Can we share some information?" 

 

Zhu Tian looked at Ting Yueru, if it is said that even the Illusory Gate has been manipulated in the palm 

of his hand, this ancient mystical realm, nine times out of ten, is a realm of death, and the gate of no life 

can be found! 

 

But since Ting Yueru found them at the critical moment, it meant that something must have happened. 

 

"Zhou Tianqing's confidant think tank has some skills!" 

 

Ting Yueru looked at the three of them a few times, and it seemed that they were not all reckless men 

who only knew how to fight and kill. 



 

"To be precise, this was indeed the burial tomb of Venerable Guxuan, and perhaps his lifelong collection 

of treasures is here." 

 

"Passing the test should be within your reach!" 

 

Hearing Ting Yue's explanation like this, Zhu Tian also frowned: "Test?" 

 

"Of course, it's just that it's not the current test. There have been some accidents, which even Lord 

Guxuan didn't expect!" 

 

When Ting Yueru mentioned this point, she said solemnly: "It should have been carried out according to 

everything I deduced earlier, which is why we saw such a benevolent and kind-hearted Lord Guxuan 

earlier!" 

 

"It's just an unconscious spirit body. It's an afterimage left over from eternity. It doesn't have spiritual 

intelligence at all. It's just triggered in a specific scene to guide us." 

 

"But the appearance of the mysterious man in black is not part of the original test!" 

 

"Whether there is an aura of time and space or not is interfering with the original test of the ancient 

mysterious secret realm, so we are facing the enemy!" 

 

Ting Yueru thought about it, and then explained. 
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"Sure enough... there is no time and space!" 

 



The faces of Zhu Tian and the others sank, the existence confirmed by the illusion door, and the trace of 

luck that had been in their hearts earlier was gone. 

 

From the perspective of the entire Supreme World, their family also belonged to the upper class, and 

there were many elders in the family who were powerful immortal emperors, and they knew more or 

less about the four-character taboo of no time and space. 

 

"and......" 

 

"I suspect that the body of the emperor who chased and killed everyone and fought fiercely with Zhou 

Tianqing is Lord Guxuan!" 

 

"The source of God is gone, only the immortal body of the emperor is left to fight. That power should be 

controlled by the power of darkness without time and space!" 

 

Hearing this, Zhu Tian and the three of them all gasped: "So, Zhou Tianqing can only take the lead over 

there." 

 

"Follow me, look at the seal of the tomb behind the divine gate, I will find a way to break the situation!" 

 

Ting Yueru's figure flashed, and after rushing into the original divine gate first, Zhu Tian and the other 

three also said softly when they saw this: 

 

"You can't believe everything this girl says, but if it's true that there is no time and space attacking, let's 

put aside your intentions and help her with all your strength!" 

 

Xuanjue and Kunlun also nodded slightly, and in their blazing pupils, high-spirited fighting intent 

continued to burn. They followed Ting Yueru's footsteps and walked towards the back of the divine 

door. 

 

"The offal without time and space!" 

 



… 

 

The screen turns. 

 

Ye Chen also came to this fairyland. 

 

"It seems that this should be what Senior Gu Xuan said, the grave is buried!" 

 

"It's really worthy of the reputation of being a fairy family. I never thought that there would be such an 

extraterrestrial place in the depths of the seemingly boundless ancient mystic realm." 

 

"We have to find Senior Taishen and them first!" 

 

"It is estimated that my identity has been known by most warriors, but it is useless to know, they cannot 

pass the news to Wutian and Li Jueyun." 

 

"This place seems to be wider than the previous few worlds. It doesn't matter, it's important to find 

people first!" 

 

Ye Chen directly cast the Great Desolation Stealing Sky Technique, stealing the space in front of him at 

once, shrinking the ground to an inch, shortening the distance, and flashing in an instant. 

 

But soon, Ye Chen stopped. 

 

"Who is fighting here?" 

 

Ye Chen's body was far apart, and he felt a faint killing intent, which was enough to see that at the end, 

a terrifying battle broke out. 

 

"Is it Zhou Tianqing or the emperor jade who has already left?" 



 

It is absolutely impossible for an ordinary strong person to have such a powerful means, not even 

Taishen and Jiang Meiyin's current state! 

 

Emperor Zunyu, who was not far away, obviously also felt the fluctuation of the battle, and slowly 

approached. 

 

"That breath, the Eight Desolation Heaven Map?" 

 

"Zhou Tianqing!" 

 

The purple long gown lifted up in an instant, Emperor Zunyu looked at the end of the sky, felt the slight 

tremor from his body, he was sure of it. 

 

The guy who fought fiercely was the one who wanted to kill him earlier, Zhou Tianqing! 

 

"Who is he fighting with?" 

 

Emperor Zunyu narrowed her eyes slightly: "Could it be Ye Chen?" 

 

But in the next second, he quickly denied it again. 

 

"That guy is still confronting the old man Gu Xuan, and he will never be here. Who on earth has such 

power?" 

 

Emperor Zunyu's figure flashed, and her feet stepped out one after another. Bursts of purple-gold 

mysterious runes flickered, paving the road, shrinking the ground into an inch, and disappearing into the 

sky. 

 

... 

 



laugh! 

 

At the same time, a smear of black light quietly blows thousands of miles away with the breeze here, 

and where it plunders, there are mountains of corpses and seas of blood piled up, and the ground is full 

of corpses. 

 

"Um!" 

 

"It's a pity, they are all ants. Yu Ben's cultivation is restored, and it's a drop in the bucket..." 

 

The black halo slowly condensed into a human form. If Ye Chen were here, he would be furious, because 

the other party's appearance was exactly the same as him. 

 

There was a faint smell of blood all over his body, and the dilapidated body of the emperor under the 

abyss was now straight, and the faint smell of corruption was also a little weaker. 

 

"Huh? It's him!" 

 

Some warriors felt the strange movement and rushed over thousands of miles. They were Taishang 

World and Tianwaitian Loose Cultivator. Seeing this face, they were obviously taken aback. 

 

The demon god who turned into 'Ye Chen' gave a sinister smile. 

 

Several casual cultivators came to Ye Chen's side, and just about to say something, a pale palm stretched 

out, and it pierced through their chests in an instant, "It's just ants." 

 

The bright red hearts in his palms were still beating, and the people under his feet had already lost their 

vitality. 

 

boom! 

 



The vision outside the sky also alarmed the fake 'Ye Chen' in front of him. 

 

"Um?" 

 

"This combat breath, it seems that the strength is not weak..." 

 

'Ye Chen''s eyes lit up, and then he shook his head lightly: "No, it has the breath of my clan, could it be 

Lord Demon Lord?" 

 

"Hahahaha, God help me too!" 

 

… 

 

At this time, in the center of the battlefield, on top of the huge black mountain, there was a scene of 

smoldering smoke, and layers of avenue ripples were constantly surging, accompanied by surging blood, 

which was very terrifying. 

 

"break!" 

 

There was a roar of anger, and the monstrous blood light was sucked into the center of the mountain 

range, turning into a gushing killing light. 

 

A blood-red brilliance shot up from the top of the mountain, directly pierced through the mountains, 

broke through the sky, and shone in all directions, shining on the mysterious black-robed man in the 

darkness! 

 

In an instant, the black mountain under Zhou Tianqing's feet was as fragile as crumpled white paper 

under his pressure, and was easily torn into countless powders. 

 

"kill!" 

 



Zhou Tianqing burned his blood and fought desperately. 

 

Boom! 

 

The palm of the mysterious black-robed man stretched out suddenly, and in the blood-colored killing 

light that filled the sky, he held this thousand-foot-long light in his palm, twisted it fiercely, and the 

raging blood light fell on the palm of the black-robed man. Not stop gushing. 

 

But even so, the majestic power of blood still couldn't hide the momentum of the sky, and the man in 

black instinctively stopped fighting hard and stepped back! 

 

"late!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing looked at the black-robed man with judgmental eyes, and said coldly: "There are no 

fragments of time and space, I dare not show my true colors to the world, so what if it is the emperor's 

body?" 

 

This ray of light contained an extremely terrifying power of blood, even the man in black didn't dare to 

take the blow head-on, and had to dodge. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

This is the right arm of the black-robed golem instantly shattered, turning into a cloud of blood and 

dissipating between heaven and earth. 
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At the same time, Zhou Tianqing's punch remained undiminished, and continued to bombard the 

golem's chest, directly piercing the golem's entire body, smashing into a blood mist, and turning into a 

rain of blood all over the sky. 

 



But he didn't stop, and still blasted towards the back of the golem with a shocking killing momentum. 

 

Boom! 

 

The sky is falling! 

 

This is the situation where the sky is collapsing and the void is collapsing. The great world of heaven and 

earth, the law is constantly breaking apart at this moment. Whether it is the stars or the sky and the 

earth are smashed, the sky and the earth are full of the breath of destruction. 

 

One by one, the deep and dark space cracks were torn open between the heaven and the earth, and the 

breath of chaos remained undiminished, breaking apart in an instant. 

 

Zhou Tianqing still didn't intend to stop, he wanted to go all out and completely crush this emperor's 

body, with a gesture of never giving up until he killed the golem. 

 

buzz buzz... 

 

The world trembled, and it seemed that this world could not withstand Zhou Tianqing's berserk attack 

and was about to collapse. 

 

Kakaka. 

 

In the end, under Zhou Tianqing's desperate fight, the golem turned into a cloud of black rain of light 

and collapsed. The man in black robe was obviously stunned, and was hit by the fallen stars in the Eight 

Desolation Heaven Map, and collapsed along with the void. Broken, buried in the turbulent current 

without a trace. 

 

"Pooh!" 

 



Zhou Tianqing's eyes revealed a look of cruelty: "So what if there is no time and space, the rules restrict 

you, there is no one in strength, so what about controlling the emperor's body, in the future I will 

ascend to no time and space, and I must attract everyone's attention." 

 

At this moment, Zhou Tianqing was too dazzling. With his own strength, he could suppress an emperor's 

body. Even if it was a dead thing, it was still the body of a generation of immortal emperors, a powerful 

weapon that could easily turn the world around! 

 

"It turns out that it's not the devil, but that familiar breath..." 

 

"It's the power of the demon lord, which manipulated the body of Lord Guxuan to act, but the power 

was so weak that it was suppressed by an ant. It seems that the situation of the demon lord is not 

good!" 

 

The fake Ye Chen's eyes flickered with coldness, and he looked at Zhou Tianqing standing proudly in the 

void. 

 

boom! 

 

Before 'Ye Chen' could make a move, a purple lightning glow instantly turned into a dragon and swept 

across the sky, aiming at Zhou Tianqing! 

 

"Um?" 

 

The eyes of 'Ye Chen' who was watching secretly, the familiar dark power added to his body, is he 

avenging the suppressed emperor's body? 

 

The demon god who turned into Ye Chen secretly thought about it. In this ancient mystery, there really 

is someone of his own? 

 

Looking at the man's posture and appearance, the purple robe is also in line with the style of the 

descendants of that family, he does not look like an ordinary generation! 

 



"Zhou Tianqing!" 

 

Emperor Zunyu shouted loudly, and the bone inscriptions all over his body burst into terrifying runes, 

stirring the void, and he looked at Zhou Tianqing not far away. 

 

"It's you?" 

 

"It seems that I have gained something, and I am still alive!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing's eyes narrowed, the current Emperor Jade is not as tired as before. Although the three 

purple breaths have gone to the second place, this guy's hole card is far more than that. He hit the killer 

first! 

 

"Feng Shui takes turns, this time it's your turn!" 

 

The murderous intent in Di Zunyu's eyes remained undiminished, and she sarcastically said: "I'm not like 

some people who take advantage of others' danger." 

 

To be precise, he disdains to use the power of darkness that has no time and space. As early as in the 

previous battle with the black robe man, Emperor Zunyu had already arrived, and it is his emperor's 

strength to endure until now. 

 

"I just regret that I didn't kill you back then!" 

 

"But since we're here, let's kill them together!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing snorted coldly, and the terrifying aura erupted again and again, and the prototype of the 

world of the Eight Desolation Heaven Map behind it slowly condensed, trying to suppress Emperor 

Zunyu forcibly. 

 

"This time, I will take off your head with my own hands!" 

 



Di Zunyu knew in her heart that as long as Zhou Tianqing was killed here, she would be invincible in the 

ancient mystical realm. As for Ye Chen... 

 

He has already left behind! 

 

boom! 

 

The purple breath in Emperor Zunyu's body keeps rising, one life is two, two is three, three is all things... 

 

He forcibly gave birth to the two purple auras that had been dispelled by the soldiers, and the three 

purple awns shone through the world, slowly congealing into a flower, faintly resonating with the 

thunder, very vast. 

 

Zhou Tianqing urged the Bahuang Tiantu to attack, the place where the two phases collided was hazy, it 

was not clear, and there was a faint chaos. 

 

The confrontation between the two supreme geniuses alarmed the strong people from all directions, 

and they all came to watch the battle. 

 

"Di Zunyu came back to life? It's unbelievable." 

 

"Didn't he be beheaded by Zhou Tianqing?" 

 

"That's not necessarily the case. Although Zhou Tianqing is powerful, Emperor Zunyu is not an ordinary 

person, and his aura is still so strong, it is obvious that he has not really fallen." 

 

Everyone was discussing and shocked. 

 

"Zhou Tianqing, I underestimated you." 

 

Emperor Zunyu looked at Zhou Tianqing with deep eyes. 



 

The confrontation between the two was earth-shattering, and the terrifying fluctuations continued to 

spread, tearing the nearby space into pieces. 

 

The Emperor Zunyu collided with the Eight Desolation Heaven Map, and the flower of the avenue 

formed by the three purple awns flickered, rushed to the distance, and finally dissipated in the vast void, 

while Zhou Tianqing was still suspended in the void. 

 

The two simple characters on the Bahuangtian map have dimmed, but they didn't show any sign of 

shrinking back. Instead, they became brighter and brighter, as if they were about to shatter the void. 

 

Emperor Zunyu frowned slightly, not daring to get close to the Eight Desolation Heaven Map easily, this 

thing was too terrifying, but the killing intent deep in his heart was not reduced by half. 

 

"I will chop off your head" 

 

Emperor Zunyu roared, crossing thousands of feet in one step, and appeared in front of Bahuang Tiantu, 

with bone inscriptions condensed in the palm, flashing purple-gold light, and he raised his hand and 

slammed it away. 

 

boom! 

 

A loud noise shook the sky. 

 

The Bahuang Tiantu trembled unceasingly, as if it might break apart at any moment. 

 

But Emperor Zunyu himself was obviously impacted by the power of that world, and the aura in his body 

was violent and difficult to suppress, and the aura was very vain. 

 

"Need to be equal!" 

 



The demon god's eyes froze. If the battle goes on like this, it's really hard to say who will win. Even 

though Zhou Tianqing has gone through a terrible battle, the current Emperor Jade is obviously not at 

the peak. If this continues, something may happen! He must completely disrupt the situation! At least 

Zhou Tianpan must die first. 

 

"Suppress me!" 

 

An icy cry came out from the Demon God's mouth, and two extremely bright rays of light shot out from 

his eyes, falling on the map of the Eight Desolation Heavens. 

 

Click! Click! 

 

The layers of the Bahuangtian chart, which had already reached its limit, cracked, and two gaps 

appeared. 

 

"Look, it's Ye Chen!" 

 

"Zhou Tianqing also attacked Ye Chen before, and the three young supreme beings are going to fight!" 

 

The warriors who watched were all with fiery eyes. They also knew that the unimaginable mysterious 

young man in the Profound Sky Realm was Ye Chen. The appearance of the fake Ye Chen made the 

already anxious battle situation inexplicable again. 

 

"It's you!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing's face darkened, and he secretly sighed that it was not good, he had a blood feud with 

these two people, if Emperor Zunyu and Ye Chen joined forces... 

 

With his current state, he must be invincible! 

 

"Ye Chen?" 

 



Emperor Zunyu was obviously very surprised when he saw the person coming, isn't this guy at Venerable 

Master Guxuan? 

 

"The old account at the bottom of the abyss will be settled with you later, and your head will be left for 

a while before it is picked!" 

 

Emperor Zunyu snorted coldly, and turned his head to look at Zhou Tianqing. This action also made Ye 

Chen, who appeared suddenly, care about it. 

 

"It seems that this emperor jade is not going to attack me, the enemy of the enemy..." 

 

"It's just friends!" 

 

'Ye Chen' was afraid that too many words would lead to mistakes, although he also guessed that 

Emperor Zunyu was the same person who wanted to conceal himself, but after all, this face is now 

called Ye Chen. 

 

The only thing that can be sure is to kill Zhou Tianqing! 
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"Damn it!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing never expected that the two people who had been suppressed by him would appear in 

front of his eyes again, and they could put down their prejudices and join forces. 

 

bang bang bang! 

 

The sky collapsed, Dao sounds lingered and stirred, and the martial arts of the three young strongmen 

intertwined and criss-crossed, completely shattering the space, forming a black hole-like field. 



 

This place is full of endless killing intent, devouring those turbulent void fragments and turning them 

into fly ash, not even the slag is left, only a deep and pitch-black black hole is left floating in the air, 

emitting a dark and deep glow, just like in the dark world. A ray of fireflies burst forth. 

 

In the space formed by that field, three figures fought fiercely, and Zhou Tianqing's figure was retreating 

steadily. Around him, there were faint visions of a mournful dragon roaring and a true phoenix spilling 

blood, which was very terrifying. 

 

"puff!" 

 

Zhou Tianqing vomited blood, and was finally defeated, dragged his seriously injured body and flew 

across, was pierced by a killing light through his chest, and escaped away... 

 

"Three legs stand together, once this balance is broken, someone will fall!" 

 

"Zhou Tianqing almost killed Ye Chen and Emperor Zunyu one by one before, but now that the feng shui 

is turning, those two must get rid of him first!" 

 

Many warriors couldn't help sighing, Zhou Tianqing, who had the most advantage before, is really going 

to die here? 

 

Faced with Ye Chen and Emperor Zunyu's joint pursuit, Zhou Tianqing fled all the way, screaming like 

thunder, and the ferocious killing light splashed all over the field, shaking the blood of many casual 

cultivators who stopped to watch. 

 

"It's such a terrifying power, even thousands of miles away, you can't even look directly at it!" 

 

Everyone can't help feeling anxious. 

 

Zhou Tianqing's figure has gradually disappeared, but the murderous aura of the looted place still lingers 

for a long time, shocking all spirits. 



 

"Go to hell!" 

 

The demon god disguised as Ye Chen gave a cold shout, a black moon in his palm exuded a cold breath, 

and the cold blade like curved teeth flickered faintly, and the sky fell apart in an instant. 

 

boom! 

 

Zhou Tianqing resisted desperately, his blood was burning wildly, his bones creaked, and the blood that 

bloomed covered the sun, it was extremely miserable. 

 

He was severely injured, and his body trembled violently. His bloody body could no longer support him, 

and he fell hard to the ground. 

 

"over there!" 

 

The demon god who turned into 'Ye Chen' had chills in his eyes, and chased after him with a cold shout. 

Emperor Zunyu raised his eyebrows slightly, pondered for a while, and followed. 

 

After a few breaths, in the hinterland of the forest, the dark and luxuriant branches and leaves covered 

the sun's rays like an impenetrable sky, and Emperor Zunyu and the demon god followed one after 

another. 

 

But here, Zhou Tianqing was nowhere to be seen. 

 

"He can't go far, he has already lost half his life, and the remnant body is in this forest!" 

 

Emperor Zunyu heard what Ye Chen said next to him, his eyebrows condensed into Sichuan characters, 

he lowered his head slightly, looked at the back in front of him, and said in a deep voice: 

 

"Is he really Ye Chen? Why does it give me a strange feeling?" 



 

"It doesn't matter, Ye Chen is sorry, I also have my mission, kill you, and this will be over!" 

 

"It's time for us to settle the score!" 

 

Apart from the influence of Wuwu Time and Space, the three who originally fought independently to 

win Gu Xuan's chance were old enemies. Now that Zhou Tianqing was seriously injured, Emperor Zunyu 

shot at Ye Chen, and a fierce fight broke out. 

 

It seems abrupt, but it still makes sense. 

 

Even though they joined hands several times not long ago, Emperor Zunyu came with the mission of the 

family, and his mother undoubtedly wanted to take back the emperor seal! 

 

The real world, the world of martial arts, is so cruel. 

 

Boom! 

 

The two divine lights surged, hovered in the void, and struck across the sky. Di's mysterious bone runes 

shuttled endlessly, lighting up the brightest killing intent. 

 

This is the killing intent towards the Demon God disguised as Ye Chen! 

 

… 

 

Another place in the secret realm, within the gate of God. 

 

"Why, I always have a restless feeling in my heart!" 

 



Everyone who was trapped in the quagmire all had serious expressions on their faces, and there was a 

dim light in the little Qilin's eyes at this moment. 

 

"call!" 

 

Zhu Yuan panted heavily, this feeling was all too familiar to him, although it was faint, it was 

undoubtedly the power of darkness that boundless time and space. 

 

"Master, everyone, it is a dark breath without time and space!" 

 

Zhu Yuan said in a deep voice. 

 

The Emperor's ancestral hall and his party, Zhu Yuan almost lost his life because of this, so the Taishen 

brought his beloved disciple to the Palace of Nirvana to find Emperor Fenghua, and by chance, he came 

together with Jiang Meiyin and others. 

 

"It's that coffin!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin exclaimed. 

 

The Taishen's eyes showed worry. Although the dark aura here was weak, it had gradually produced a 

reaction in the body for Zhu Yuan and the little Qilin who were weaker in cultivation. 

 

boom! 

 

The Taishen sacrificed the Emperor Seal, to get rid of this strange power that almost froze the space, the 

time left for them is running out, and they must not sit still. 

 

The purple-golden runes surged, exuding a vast, deep, and dust-cleaning light, protecting Zhu Yuan and 

the little unicorn from being attacked by the dark breath. 

 



But even so, with the passage of time, the condition of Xiao Qilin and Zhu Yuan continued to 

deteriorate. 

 

There was a strange halo in Zhu Yuan's eyes, and the black flames flickering in his eyes became more 

and more vigorous. 

 

The child's hole of the little unicorn was also filled with bloody red light, and the flames in the eye 

sockets were burning and tumbling continuously. 

 

The Taishen's whole body constantly exuded coercion, urging the emperor's seal, and the purple runes 

on his body were even more brilliant, as if the formations evolved from the will of the heavens and the 

earth gathered together to unite the entire space. 

 

Even so, the erosion of the power of darkness never stopped. 

 

Purple-gold lines gradually emerged around Zhu Yuan's body, as if chains of runes were surrounding 

him, which was the blessing of the power of the Great God. 

 

On the little unicorn's hard scales, the purple-gold lines became more vivid and eye-catching, like 

purple-gold dragons that came to life, constantly churning and neighing under his skin! 

 

There was a determined look on Taishen's face, he knew that if he didn't break this strange space 

blockage as soon as possible, Zhu Yuan and the little unicorn would die here, and they would still be 

trapped to death. 

 

In the end, he fell into endless darkness and became those indescribable existences! 

 

The brilliance of the emperor's seal became more and more dazzling, but the out-of-control little 

unicorn suddenly smashed his fists into the void around him. 

 

boom! 

 



Zhu Yuan was blown away by the strong shock wave, and his body hit the wall hard. 

 

Seeing this, the Taishen was in a hurry, and Jiang Meiyin was also shocked by this sudden move, but she 

couldn't move a bit. 

 

Half of Zhu Yuan's body is already in an indescribable shape! 

 

"Roar!" 

 

The little unicorn's canthus are about to burst, and suddenly his eyes are burning like flames, and 

sometimes they are extremely sad, it almost killed Zhu Yuan! 

 

"Swallowing Heaven Technique, break it for me!" 

 

"Ahhh!" 

 

For the little unicorn in a desperate situation, the aura of chaos permeated the whole body. Its rippling 

purple inverse scales instantly separated from its body, turning into a cold blade that splashed into the 

void, trying to disperse the power that controlled them. 

 

At that moment, the power of chaos was affected by the will of swallowing the sky, and the rules of 

heaven in this strange space were disordered. The little unicorn briefly resumed its actions, and it beat 

its chest. Obviously, the dark power was still eroding its mind. 
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"You guys go!" 

 

With a violent roar, the two-clawed unicorn waved its arms, throwing everyone out of this strange 

space. The little guy raised his head alone, driving ten thousand thunders, and jumping into the darkness 

against the sea. 



 

"No!" 

 

The people who were released from the prison in an instant shouted anxiously, Zhu Yuan, who was 

seriously injured, desperately tried to rescue him, but was held down firmly by the Taishen. 

 

"Our old bones are still there, please stay here honestly!" 

 

Zishan was peerless, Taishen and Jiang Meiyin looked at each other, nodded tacitly, and were about to 

launch another attack on the back of Shenmen. 

 

Boom boom boom! 

 

Zhu Tian, Xuan Jue, Kunlun and others rushed over, and the three-color light sealed a thousand miles 

around, forming a triangle to stop Taishen and others. 

 

"Sorry, I'm late!" 

 

Just when Taishen and Jiang Meiyin were about to kill the three of them, Ting Yueru's voice rang in his 

ears. 

 

The person next to Zhou Tianqing? 

 

If Ting Yueru hadn't stopped it in time, Taishen and Jiang Meiyin would have already fought. 

 

"Extreme times, extraordinary measures!" 

 

Ting Yueru changed her previous immature appearance, stood with her hands behind her back, and 

looked into the distance between the sky and the earth. 

 



"Honorable Master Guxuan's physical body has sealed the demon god who has no time and space, and 

the emperor's body in that coffin is now being eaten away by darkness, and it is killing all directions!" 

 

"To solve this situation, the only way is to break the formation first, find the emperor's body, and then 

stabilize the seal!" 

 

Ting Yueru said to Taishen and Jiang Meiyin: "If you want to save the little guy, do as I say!" 

 

Jiang Meiyin narrowed her eyes, the three people beside Zhou Tianqing this time were not good 

characters, they had even attacked them before! 

 

"good!" 

 

Taishen took a deep breath, stopped Jiang Meiyin, and spoke slowly. 

 

"It's important to save the little Qilin first. These people were found by Ting Yueru. Right now, we can 

only trust the means of the magic door!" 

 

Tingyue's brows are like frost. At this moment, her eyes are full of azure blue icy color, which is 

abnormally cold. 

 

"You two, line up in the middle position and the south position!" 

 

In the southeast and northwest, Zhu Tian was in the third seat, and the remaining two seats were filled 

by Taishen and Jiang Meiyin. 

 

"Do your best to cover this land with spirits!" 

 

When the five people heard the words, they sacrificed their souls together, and the mighty power as 

vast as the sea surged up like a tide in an instant, pouring into the ground veins thousands of miles 

away. 

 



"In the age of the Nine Gods, the Illusory Ancestor came, and I am..." 

 

Tingyue is like a sound like a tide, and within a thousand miles of the entire space, everything that can 

be seen is slowly changing, like a transparent color. 

 

This level is becoming clearer! 

 

She could vaguely see the little unicorn in front of the coffin, roaring unceasingly, wisps of dark aura 

continuously escaping, other than that, everything was unknown and everything disappeared! 

 

"Return: The magic dragon moves to the sky!" 

 

The sky and the earth became clear in an instant, and everything that was originally surrounded by 

thousands of miles became transparent. On the vast wasteland, only the earth and the figures of a few 

people stood in the distance. 

 

The struggling little Qilin was in extreme pain, and his whole body was scorched black. Seeing this, 

everyone was shocked. 

 

"Don't come close!" 

 

Ting Yueru reminded again. 

 

"Wuxuan Shengguang's inverse formation, it turned out to be it?" 

 

This time, it was Ting Yueru's turn to turn pale, so in other words, it was Wuxuan Shengguang who 

suppressed the seal of Wuwu Time and Space! 

 

Wuxuan Shengguang is also called Wuxuan Shengguang Formation. It is the first killing formation in the 

era of the Nine Gods. It is engraved with ten thousand rules and born naturally with all things. It has 

been forged after countless years. It is a heavenly formation. 

 



In the Wuxuan Holy Light Formation, there are ninety-nine and eighty-one holy steles, which are a taboo 

formation covered by the essence and blood of a total of eighty-one immortal emperors. The supreme 

killing technique. 

 

There are countless heavenly runes circulating on these sacred monuments, which contain infinite 

power. It seems that what is being suppressed here is a super strong man without time and space! 

 

Only such an existence that is almost against the sky is worthy of the ban of the heavenly array. 

 

"The anti-body formation of Wuxuan Shengguang is just to prevent the foundation of the formation 

from being damaged. It seems that this place is a formation eye, so there is that weird power to restrict 

people's actions!" 

 

"Is that coffin a holy monument?" 

 

No wonder Gu Xuanzun mainly used his own emperor body to suppress! 

 

Ting Yue gritted her teeth tightly. If all these conjectures are true, it might be easy to break through the 

reverse formation and rescue the little unicorn with her means, but if the already damaged foundation 

of the formation is damaged again, wouldn't it be the monster sealed below? Want to get out of 

trouble? 

 

Once a terrifying powerhouse without time and space is born, even if there is no one in strength, he can 

crush the ancient mysterious secret realm with one finger. 

 

At this moment, she hesitated, saving the little unicorn would probably help a powerful being out of 

trouble, but if not, this best friend she always talked about would be completely swallowed by the 

darkness! 

 

In Ting Yueru's sea of consciousness, pictures emerged and scenes flashed. 

 

These pictures are like a dream. 

 



In previous dreams, Ting Yueru was just a remnant soul, but this time it was her real body! 

 

At this moment, the power of the blood in her body was running crazily, and wisps of golden divine light 

overflowed from her body. 

 

Layers of space ripples formed around her, and within the ripples was a faint golden divine pattern, 

which slowly condensed into a dragon-shaped phantom in the next instant. 

 

A golden dragon roamed in the void, exuding an extremely powerful aura, which made the whole space 

tremble. 

 

Destructive fluctuations permeated Ting Yueru's body in all directions, making her tremble violently. 

 

Behind the golden dragon, a bright reverse scale suddenly appeared on her forehead. This scale exudes 

endless divine brilliance, and golden divine light flows on it, as if it has divinity. 

 

Behind her, a full moon suddenly appeared. This full moon was suspended in the void, and there were 

dots of complicated star patterns on it, which were very obscure and mysterious. 

 

It seems to contain infinite mysteries! 

 

At this moment, the power in her body soared, and her momentum became even more frightening. 

 

Layers of golden halos condensed around her, covering her, and her aura became stronger and stronger. 

 

Terrifying energy formed on her body surface, making the aura on her body continue to become 

stronger! 

 

Rumble! 

 



An indescribable majesty erupted from Ting Yueru, as if she had turned into a real peak immortal 

emperor, standing on the sky, overlooking the world below. 

 

In her eyes, a trace of blue light shot out, and it landed on one of the eighty-one sacred monuments 

below. 

 

The inscription on this stele flickered, she had seen it, and it was still fresh in her memory. 

 

For a moment, she was a little confused. 

 

There are also some scenes that have never been seen before. At this time, her world seems to be 

disturbed, and a pair of invisible hands tore it apart, pouring into her mind. 

 

"Ah, get out of here!" 

 

Ting Yueru suddenly came to her senses, she exclaimed, and a radiant light burst out from her eyes! 

 

Concentrating again, the little unicorn's aura in front of him has begun to lose its breath. Is it going to 

die? 


